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ABSTRACT

Assessing the intelligibility of synthetic speech is important in creating synthetic voices to be used in real life applications, especially for the ones involving interfering noise. This raises the question how to measure the intelligibility of synthetic speech to correctly simulate such conditions. Conventionally, this has been done using a simple listening test setup where diotic speech and noise are played to both ears with headphones. This is indeed very different from the real noise environment where speech and noise are spatially distributed. This paper addresses the question whether a realistic noise environment should be used to test the intelligibility of synthetic speech. Three different test conditions, one with multichannel reproduction of noise and speech, and two headphone setups are evaluated. Tests are performed with natural and synthetic speech, including speech especially intended for noisy conditions. The results indicate a general trend in all setups but also some interesting differences.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The intelligibility and quality of many text-to-speech (TTS) systems today are close to those of natural speech. However, in real applications speech synthesizers should be able to cope with adverse conditions with multiple noise sources and deliver the message through the interfering noise to the listener. This requires building special synthetic voices and assessing their intelligibility in different noise environments.

Conventionally, the intelligibility of synthetic speech in noise has been evaluated in simplified auditory environments. Usually, mixed speech and noise signal is delivered to the listener through headphones [1] or telephone [2]. Speech intelligibility in the presence of noise is obtained for that particular situation, but how well do those evaluation setups correspond to the noise environments confronted in real applications? Typically, spatially distributed sources of various types of noises are masking the synthetic voice, which is indeed different from the conventional evaluation setups.

This study addresses the question whether a more realistic noise environment should be used in assessing the intelligibility of synthetic speech. Although speech intelligibility in noise has been widely studied, as is shown in the next section, we are not aware of any studies specifically addressing this question. Moreover, in this study the perception of speech quality and suitability to the noise environment is assessed in various evaluation setups.

Secondly, speech intelligibility is affected by the level and type of noise. The relative levels of speech and noise, i.e., the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), has naturally a major effect on intelligibility. The noise itself can be characterized by its spectrum, temporal structure, and the spatial distribution of its components. Both the spectrum and the temporal structure of noise cause auditory masking which decreases speech intelligibility [7]. The effect of the spatial distribution of noise to speech intelligibility is based on binaural hearing and thus the localization of sound sources. It has been shown that spatial separation between speech and noise enhances intelligibility. This effect has been shown for both broadband noise and competing speech sources [7, 8, 9, 10].

Thirdly, speech intelligibility is affected by the impulse response of the acoustic environment in which speech is reproduced. Long impulse responses will create reverberant sound that will decrease intelligibility, whereas strong early reflections may increase the SNR and thus increase intelligibility. The effect of the channel (e.g., loudspeakers, headphones, telephone) also affects intelligibility by introducing linear and nonlinear modifications to the signal.

There are numerous methods for testing the intelligibility of speech, but it is hardly possible to take into account all the factors in a single assessment. Speech intelligibility can be partly predicted based on the studies of each individual factor. However, speech intelligibility depends in a complex manner on the properties of the interfering signals, the number and spatial configuration of them, and the acoustic environment [8]. Therefore, an assessment between different evaluation scenarios is justified, especially for synthetic speech that may show different behavior compared to natural speech.

3. EXPERIMENTS

The effect of the sound reproduction setup on the speech intelligibility and quality was evaluated by conducting the same listening test using three different setups. More precisely, either a multichannel loudspeaker setup or one of two different headphone reproduction setups were used. The listening test was conducted in a listening...
The sound reproduction levels between the loudspeaker and the headphone setups were equalized by employing in-ear microphone measurements with a human subject, and normalizing the A-weighted sound pressure levels (SPLs) of the signals in front of the ear canal.

3.3. Noise Material

Two types of noise were used in the listening test: street and school noise. Street noise has most of the energy at low frequencies while school noise has relatively more energy at the higher frequencies. The spectra of the two noises are shown in Fig. 2. Both noises were reproduced with two A-weighted SPLs: moderate (63 dB) and loud (70 dB). The average SNRs of speech and noise were $-1 \text{ dB}$ and $-8 \text{ dB}$, respectively.

3.4. Speech Material

Four types of speech signals were used in the listening tests by involving both natural and synthetic sentences that correspond to two speaking styles (normal and Lombard speech). All speech material originates from a Finnish male speaker, whose normal and Lombard speech was recorded [6] and further used to train a hidden Markov model (HMM) based speech synthesizer as described below. The notations used for the four test speech types are given in Table 1.

3.5. Listening Tests

In the listening test, test subjects were presented with speech samples masked by noise, both either from loudspeakers or headphones depending on the evaluation setup (presented in random order). A representative set of 144 short Finnish sentences (average length of 12.7 syllables) designed for intelligibility tests [13] was presented in
random order to each listener. The task of the listener was to type in what he or she heard as accurately as possible, and WERs were evaluated over the sentences in each condition, taking separately into account the inflectional and derivational suffixes. After this task, the test subject was allowed to listen to the sample as many times as he or she liked, and rate the speech sample according to two questions: How would you rate the quality of the speech sample? and How suitable was the speaking style considering the noise environment? A continuous scale from 0 to 100 with the following verbal descriptions was used for both questions: bad (0) – poor (25) – fair (50) – good (75) – excellent (100).

3.6. Results

Seventeen native speakers of Finnish (15 male and 2 female) between 18 and 35 years of age with no known hearing impairments participated in the listening test. The results of the test were analyzed using a five-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the evaluation setup (setup), type of speech (speech), type of noise (noise), and SNR level (snr) as fixed variables and the listener as a random variable. The ANOVA analysis was performed separately for intelligibility, quality, and suitability ratings using the same 5% significance level. The marginal means and their 95% confidence intervals were computed and Dunnett’s T3 post hoc test with the significance level of 5% was applied to gain more insight about the nature of the effects. Due to the lack of space only the effects that were found significant and are interesting considering the scope of this paper are analyzed with more detail.

3.6.1. Intelligibility

The word error rates with 95% confidence intervals for each evaluation setup are shown in Fig. 3. All the effects of the fixed variables and their interactions were found significant by ANOVA except for setup × speech, setup × noise × speech, setup × noise × snr, and setup × speech × snr. The overall WER was considerably better in the case of stereo setup compared to mono and multichannel setups that share the same overall WER [setup: F(2,32) = 41.98, p < 0.001]. Additionally, different reproduction techniques had similar WER in high SNR situation, but not in low SNR situation [setup × snr: F(2,32) = 16.79, p < 0.001]. Also natural and synthetic samples of Lombard speech differed in terms of WER in the case of loudspeaker reproduction of school noise with low SNR [setup × speech × noise × snr: F(6,96) = 2.60, p < 0.05]. The aforementioned findings were confirmed with the post hoc test.

3.6.2. Quality

The overall results for quality rating with 95% confidence intervals are shown in Fig. 4. All the main effects of the fixed variables and their two-way interactions with snr were found significant by ANOVA. The quality rating for mono setup was considerably lower than the ones for stereo and multichannel setups [setup: F(2,32) = 7.47, p < 0.01]. The differences between the reproduction methods were significant only in the case of low SNR [setup × snr: F(2,32) = 11.57, p < 0.001]. The post hoc test confirmed these findings.

3.6.3. Suitability

The overall results for suitability rating with 95% confidence intervals are shown in Fig. 4. ANOVA returned significant effects for all the fixed variables and their interactions except for setup × speech, setup × noise, and setup × noise × snr. The suitability ratings differed between reproduction setups the average rating being highest for stereo and lowest for mono setup [setup: F(2,32) = 12.37, p < 0.001]. Moreover, natural and synthetic samples of Lombard speech samples differed from each other in terms of suitability only in the cases of loudspeaker reproduction of school noise with low SNR, and in high SNR situations with stereo setup [setup × speech × noise × snr: F(6,96) = 3.03, p < 0.01]. These findings were also confirmed with the post hoc test.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of the experiment show a general trend in all of the evaluation setups, according to which both natural and synthetic Lomb-

Table 1. Test voice types and their averaged A-weighted SPLs after loudness normalization with ITU-T P.56.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>SPL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nat_norm</td>
<td>Natural normal speech</td>
<td>39 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>syn_norm</td>
<td>Synthetic normal speech</td>
<td>61 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nat_lomb</td>
<td>Natural Lombard speech</td>
<td>63 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>syn_lomb</td>
<td>Synthetic Lombard speech</td>
<td>63 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
bar speech are statistically more intelligible than normal speech. In addition, word error rates were on average higher in loud noise compared to moderate noise, and in street noise compared to school noise. The latter is explained by the more effective masking of the low-frequencies of the male voice by the street noise.

However, interesting differences between the evaluation setups were also found. First, the stereo setup gave on average 9 percentage points lower WERs compared to both multichannel and mono setups. The intelligibility difference between mono and stereo setups is in accordance with the literature, but the similarity of the mono and multichannel setups was unexpected. The higher WERs of the multichannel setup may be due to the response of the listening room that may lower intelligibility, although the reverberation time of the room was relatively low. Alternatively, the lower WER scores of the stereo setup may stem from the nature of the constructed noise; since it is created by using only the W and Y channels of the B-format microphone, some of the noise present in the other two cases was absent. This causes some differences in the presented noise that may increase intelligibility despite the equal SPLs.

Second, the mono setup gave on average lower quality scores than the other two setups. With headphone listening, the artifacts of synthetic speech are perceived easier compared to loudspeaker reproduction, but the lower quality ratings were not confined only to synthetic speech samples. Although the subjective quality rating was intended to describe only the quality of the speech samples, disregarding the noise, people tend to score speech samples higher in quality in high SNR than in low SNR. Thus, the lower quality ratings in the mono setup may indicate some other phenomenon.

Third, the speech sounds were considered least suitable in the mono setup, and most suitable in the stereo setup. In addition, the evaluation setup also affected the ranking of different speech types in the presence of school noise with low SNR; natural and synthetic samples of Lombard speech differ in terms of WER in the case of loudspeaker reproduction, but not in other setups.

Although none of the evaluation setups could be considered better or worse compared to each other, the study shows that there are differences between them. Finally, the purpose and type of the study may define what type of evaluation is to be used; for mass listening tests headphone listening yields good results, but for more specific testing, more realistic test setups may be beneficial. Thus, the answer to the question of the title might be that a realistic noise environment is not a requisite for intelligibility testing of synthetic speech in noise, but it may yield additional information that other setups might miss.
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